Radiation and AquaLyte™

Thank you for your inquiry about possible radiation contamination in AquaLyte™. I understand your concern,
but there are a few facts you must consider. Please allow me to explain.
1) The factory producing AquaLyte™ is located far away from the nuclear plant and would probably not be
affected, even in the event of a total meltdown of the reactors. This is mainly due to the Jetstream and westerly
winds that would blow contaminated particles to the east, out to sea, not inland. Since Fukushima is located on
the east coast of Japan, then Hawaii, California, Oregon, Washington, British Columbia, and Alaska would
much more likely be affected by radiation than the western part of Japan.
2) The actual coral granules are collected off the coast of Okinawa, which is far away to the southwest, about
1200 miles from Fukushima and the nuclear reactors. Since the ocean currents flow northward, away from
Okinawa, there is scarcely any chance at all of radiation contaminating that part of the ocean.
3) The FDA now closely monitors/inspects and tests for radiation with anything coming from Japan. I actually
called the FDA supervisor at the port of entry in Chicago (where AquaLyte™ comes in) and he confirmed that
all shipments from Japan must be tested for radiation. Shipments are also tested before they leave Japan.
4) The Japanese government has released all vegetables and other food products from the area of the
AquaLyte™ factory for export. This is because no radiation has been detected.
5) I have been dealing with questions about radiation for many years, due to the fact that the U.S. dropped
atomic bombs in Japan. The factory in Japan has also had to deal with this question. So, to alleviate any fears,
they have previously tested for radiation, and will continue to do so. To date, no radiation has ever been
detected. Likewise, because of the enormous liability, the Japanese government is closely monitoring goods
that are shipped to other countries, as well as shipments inside Japan.
6) Again, the Supervisor of the FDA port of entry in Chicago stated that no goods from Japan are released until
after they have been checked for radiation.
7) I am not only the North American supplier of AquaLyte™, I also use the product myself, and so does all of
my family, my friends, and thousands of others that have entrusted me to supply a safe, effective, reliable
product. I would not only be letting you down, but also all of the others who consume AquaLyte™ on a daily
basis. Not to mention that I would be a complete idiot to use the product myself.
Last, but not least, I got into this business to help people maintain and/or regain their health, not to become
wealthy. I have built a very good reputation in this industry, not only with my customers, but with a multitude
of other professionals, including doctors. I would drop this product in a heartbeat, if I thought there was even
the slightest possibility that it could potentially harm someone, including my own family, or
myself. Ultimately, I consider myself a very honest, reputable person and my integrity is way more important
than a few dollars profit at the expense of anyone's safety. Please rest assured that should there be a potential
threat of even the smallest chance that AquaLyte™ could be dangerous, it will be taken off the market, and you
will hear from me. I hope this helps to give you reassurance in using AquaLyte™.
Regards,

Fred Kaufman

